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Figure 1: (a) We introduce a software computational stage for dynamic remapping of views before they are used to drive
multiview autostereoscopic displays. This remapping replaces static one-to-one mapping of views to hardware display zones,
and allows minimization of error due to crosstalk at multiple user eye locations considering the measured optical characteristics
of the display. (b,c) Photographs comparing one-to-one mapping above to dynamic mapping below. Notice that in both the
numbered test pattern, and the bulldozer scene, substantial crosstalk is visible among neighboring views in the original display
and is substantially reduced using our method.
Abstract
Multiview autostereoscopic displays have several image artifacts which prevent widespread adoption. Crosstalk
between adjacent views is often severe, stereo inversion occurs at some head positions, and legacy 2-view content
is difficult to display correctly. We introduce a method for driving multiview displays, dynamically assigning views
to hardware display zones, based on potentially multiple observer’s current head positions. Rather than using
a static one-to-one mapping of views to zones, the mapping is updated in real time, with some views replicated
on multiple zones, and some zones left blank. Quantitative and visual evaluation demonstrates that this method
substantially reduces crosstalk.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Display Algorithms

1. Introduction
Stereoscopic display technology provides a 3D viewing experience, giving a closer reproduction of the physical world.
3D displays have had important impacts in scientific visualization, engineering, and entertainment. Glasses-free ‘Autostereoscopic’ 3D displays produce 3D scenes without requiring viewers to wear stereo glasses. The display presents
different views to observers in a discrete set of spatial zones.

However, user experience in commercially available autostereoscopic displays suffers from three main issues. First,
the display may exhibit significant crosstalk, where an observer in a given zone will also see contributions from the
views intended for neighboring zones. Crosstalk is a widely
recognized problem in multiview autostereoscopic research
and can cause visual discomfort for viewers watching such
a display [KT04]. Second, the observer experiences stere-
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o inversion in positions which place the left and right eyes
in neighboring repetitions of the display zones. This forces
the user to adjust their head position until the proper 3D effect is apparent. Third, multiview displays are not directly
compatible with the vast majority of existing stereo 3D content, which is recorded and stored in a 2-view format. The
most common solution is to simply map the two available
views onto alternating display zones, but this exacerbates the
crosstalk and inversion issues above.
In this paper we propose software dynamic mapping of
views to physical display zones. Rather than using a predetermined and static one-to-one mapping of views to zones,
views are dynamically allocated to zones based on current
eye positions. By replicating some views in multiple zones,
and leaving some zones blank, crosstalk can be greatly reduced. In addition, dynamic allocation of views to zones
allows stereo inversion artifacts to be eliminated and 2view content to be displayed comfortably to viewers without
glasses.
We have implemented a prototype system using a commercially available 8-zone lenticular display. We measure
and compare crosstalk between the original display and
when using dynamic mapping. We find crosstalk to be substantially reduced using our method. The cost of these improvements is a requirement for head position tracking,
which we implement with a 3D camera and standard computer vision, for multiple viewers.
The primary contribution of this paper is a software-based
approach to improve image quality on multiview autostereoscopic displays. We support this contribution with a prototype, and both quantitative and visual evaluation.
2. Related Work
Multiview display hardware has been well studied and designs exist using lenticular screens [JJ05], parallax barriers [TTL∗ 09], and multiple projectors [MP04]. Implementations might have as many as 60 display zones [BKM07].
Good surveys exist [SS99,UCES11,HDFP11], and advanced
hardware technologies continue to be invented [WLHR12,
TLEB13,MWH∗ 13]. Our work focuses on using software to
ameliorate some of the deficiencies common to many of the
most common hardware platforms.
Eye tracking has been used to improve the functioning of
hardware, often mechanically moving optical elements to steer display zones to the current eye position. In ATTEST,
lenticular screens with two views are mechanically adjusted
according to the viewer’s position [RdBF∗ 02]. The projects
MUTED and HELIUM3D replace a conventional backlight
with novel steering optics and a horizontally scanned light
valve so that zones can be directed to appropriate viewers’
eyes [BSS∗ 10]. Liou et al. use a synchro-signal LED scanning backlight to reduce crosstalk [LLH11]. Stolle et al. also introduce an electronically steerable backlight [SOB∗ 08].

These systems all use head tracking to directly manipulate
hardware components, dynamically redirecting zones to a
moving viewer. Our use of eye tracking differs fundamentally from these techniques. Our method uses eye tracking to
dynamically map views to the static zones supported by the
display hardware. We avoid modifying the physical device,
and are largely agnostic to the specific technology employed.
Parallax barrier technology normally uses a static printed barrier, but it is possible to replace this with a dynamic
barrier updated in response to user eye position. Both single
user [PPK00] and two user [PKG∗ 07] systems have been
demonstrated. Randomized barrier arrays were used in the
Random Hole Display [NF09], and methods that optimizes
image quality for multiple viewers were developed for this
display [YSF10]. These techniques are specific to this technology since they focus on updating the barrier pattern.
Most similar to our work, Boev et al. proposes a method
of optimizing quality and brightness for a single user [BGGE08]. Earlier, Woodgate et al. had developed the
PIXCON LCD panel, focusing primarily on novel hardware
but proposing electronic tracking [WEH∗ 98]. Both of these
works suggest that content swapping based on a viewer’s
eye position is possible, but both focus on a single user, and
neither demonstrates a functioning system. Our work introduces an algorithm suitable for multiple users, a functioning
prototype, and quantitative measurements of results.
Heide et al. develop optimization methods for driving
compressive displays that sample lightfields [HWRH13].
Their work focuses on a custom hardware design with considerably more flexibility than the commercially available
lenticular screens that are the focus of our work. However,
our work is related to theirs in that it views the output of
the display as a function of a controllable set of inputs, and
seeks an optimum solution for that input.
A number of authors have addressed image quality by
modifying the content prior to display. Zwicker et al. provide
a frequency analysis and prefilter for anti-aliasing [ZMDP06]. Masia et al. propose a light field retargeting method
using optimization [MWA∗ 13], and Didyk et al. combine
phase based video magnification and antialiasing into a single filtering process [WRDF13, DSAF∗ 13]. These methods
often produce a set of greatly improved static views which
could be used in conjunction with this work.
3. Our Method
Autostereoscopic screens: Multiview autostereoscopic displays can be built based on a wide variety of optical principles, however all share a common viewing geometry. The
hardware supports a finite number of display zones, each of
which directs the screen image in a different angular direction. The screen is driven with a set of imagery rendered or
photographed from slightly different views. Under normal
operation views are mapped to zones in a static one-to-one
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manner. The observer’s two eyes are in different zones, and
thus receive different views, resulting in stereo perception.
Figure 1a gives an abstract diagram of the screen, augmented to show dynamic mapping as presented in this work.
Unfortunately the hardware usually supports a limited
number of zones, and does not have sharp transitions between them. For example, we use a display that has 8 zones,
and relatively broad transitions. This results in substantial
crosstalk between views, as shown in Figure 2. The average
intensity of each view, as seen from a range of horizontal positions is plotted. For example, when a user’s eye is placed
at position 150mm, this is intended to be zone 5. However in
addition to view 5, they will see each of view 4 and view 6
at 40% intensity, resulting in visible double images.
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Figure 3: Our method of dynamic mapping decouples desired views from physical zones. Rendering the same view
in several zones and leaving blank zones between eyes can
significantly reduce crosstalk. The mapping from views to
zones is updated in realtime based on eye position.
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Multiple viewers may be positioned such that a more complex optimization is needed for determining what image is
best displayed in each zone. However the core of our method
is the simple observation that our goal is to optimize image
quality at the eye positions, not to optimize quality everywhere, and driving the display with something other than a
one-to-one mapping of views to zones often results in the
minimum error.
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simple example with a single viewer, we drive both Zone2
and Zone3 with weighted copies of View3. Similarly, it is
not necessary to display a view in every zone, and the zone
between two eyes can be left black in order to suppress
crosstalk.
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Figure 2: Multiview displays often have severe crosstalk.
The average visible intensity from each zone was measured
at many positions horizontally. Note that all positions have
significant contribution from at least two display zones.
An additional complication is that not only do adjacent view zones of multiview displays overlap producing
Student Version of MATLAB
crosstalk, driving the zones themselves is
neither independent nor linear. For example, the curves in Figure 2 are produced when driving view zones one at a time while measuring screen brightness. However, it is not true that driving
Zone1 and Zone2 simultaneously would result in a final intensity which is a linear combination of the values measured
for each respective zone. In general, it is necessary to know
the optical transfer function of the specific display, whether
through calibration or theory.
Dynamic mapping: Crosstalk can be substantially reduced by using eye position as an input and dynamically
mapping views to physical display zones. Central to our
approach is avoiding crosstalk by ensuring that adjacent view zones that contribute to a single user’s eye are driven by weighted copies of an identical image. This simple
approach allows the bleedthrough from adjacent physical
display zones to still occur, but it does not lead to image
degradation. Our method is illustrated in Figure 3. In this

Minimizing Error: The error we wish to minimize, and
thus our strategy for dynamic mapping must account for two primary goals. First we should minimize crosstalk error.
Second, we should account for content sources which have
a different number of views than the display.
Whether the source images, V(x), are virtual or captured
from cameras, a change in viewer position, x, induces a
parallax change in the image viewed. Since the display device has discrete zones, the views are often discretized and
denoted as V = [V1 ,V2 ,V3 , · · · ,VK ]. The hardware device
displays different images angularly, in each of a set of N
zones. The images which are input to the device are denoted Z = [Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , · · · , ZN ]. Current devices assume that the
number of available views, K, is equal to the number of display zones, N. On existing displays views are mapped to
zones in a one-to-one fashion, such that Z = V.
The display device frequently does not closely match the
idealized display of discrete zones with sharp boundaries.
Neighboring zones exhibit crosstalk, and each display zone
influences a wide region of space with maximum intensity
in the center of its intended range, and less intensity as the
eye position moves into neighboring zones.
The eye image, E, actually observed is a function of both
the multiple zone images displayed on the device, Z, and
the eye position, x. That is, at each position of user space,
E(x) = E(Z, x).
Traditionally there is a direct spatial relationship between
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views, V(x), and the desired images at the users eye position, D(x). However a more complex view selection policy
is possible. We might, for example, want to ignore spatial
relationship to the scene and simply specify that the desired
image at the left eye position, D(xL ), should always be the
left eye view, VL , in a legacy 2-view movie. Similarly, we
might want to detect possible multi-user conflicts in 8-view
content and shift the desired views for individual users, even
though that would change their virtual viewing direction slightly. In general the view selection policy depends on the
application and user preferences for degradation when the
device can not provide ideal images. We discuss one possible policy for 2-view content in Section 5.2.
Since the display device has crosstalk and other deficiencies we do not simply drive the closest hardware zones with
the desired images, [D(x1 ), D(x2 ), · · · ]. In general, some other set of images will produce actual observed images which
are closer to those that are desired. We refer to this selection
of what to drive the device with as the display algorithm.
Perceptually based metrics for evaluating the difference between two images exist [WBSS04]. In this work, we obtain
acceptable results by simply minimizing the squared image
intensity error between what is desired, and what the device
actually produces.
M

argmin
Z

2

∑ [E(Z, xm ) − D(xm )]

(1)

m=1

4. Implementation Details
Experimental Setup: Our experiments were conducted on a
lenticular-based multiview autostereoscopic 3DTV made by
Alioscopy. The display uses a slanted lens array as an optical
filter, affixed to a normal LCD screen to distribute separate
images in each direction. The hardware has 8 horizontal display zones defined. The manufacturer has calibrated the device for optimum performance at 140cm away from the display, and we place our viewing couch at approximately this
distance. With this positioning, the display has zones spaced
approximately 32mm apart. The average interocular distance
in adults is 63mm, corresponding to a two zone separation
between eyes on this display [Dod04]. However the statistical range of ocular separation is 50-75mm, and some viewers
will thus occasionally have eyes in neighboring zones.
The setup of our prototype can be seen in Figure 4. Eye
positions are tracked by either a pair of webcams or a Kinect
3D camera on top of the display and the information is used
for dynamic mapping of views in realtime. Eye tracking is
well studied, with surveys available [HJ10]. Our eye tracker
with webcams is implemented with a decision cascade of
Haar basis functions [VJ01]. We observe the Kinect based
tracker to be more robust with real users but either provides
acceptable performance.
In order to record experimental results, this setup is augmented with a printed image of a face and a pair of cameras

Figure 4: Our prototype consists of an 8-zone display with
an eye tracker mounted below it. Multiple viewers sit on a
couch and a printed face with cameras mounted behind the
eyes is used to record results as they would have been seen
by a viewer.

placed behind the eyes to capture the view as it would be
seen by a live observer. When direct comparisons of quality are needed from repeatable positions, the printed face is
mounted on a motor control rail. The known location of the
rail is used to insure proper comparisons and repeatability
between algorithms, but ignored by the display algorithms.
Calibration: Autostereoscopic display devices typically
have optical arrangements more complicated than standard
2D displays. The crosstalk between zones, as well as any
spatial or radiometric nonlinearities must be taken into account. These issues are encapsulated in the display transfer
function, E(Z, x), which describes what the eye actually sees
at position, x, when the display zones are driven with a set
of images, Z.
We sample the space of both Z and x, recording the actual observed intensities at all screen pixels using a camera.
We store the samples and evaluate E(Z, x) by linear interpolation. We have found this simple method empirically sufficient. We have sampled x as densely as 6mm and as coursely
as 32mm, and Z with as few as 9 samples and as many as
729 samples in a particular location. In all cases our method
offers improvements over the static display method.
Display Algorithm: Global optimization over all possible zone images would be prohibitively slow. Our display requires eight input images each with millions of independent
pixels. Fortunately we don’t need to find an optimum solution, only one that produces low errors, so we use heuristics
to prune the search space, and optimize in the more constrained space.
First we assume that the only reasonable value for each
input zone image Z1 , · · · , ZN is a weighted linear combination of the the desired images at all of the eye locations
D(x1 ), · · · , D(xM ). This corresponds to assuming we should
drive the display with things we want to see, not some other
image entirely.
Zi = wi1 · D(x1 ) + wi2 · D(x2 ) + · · · + wiM · D(xM )

(2)
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Since there are N display zones and M eye positions, this
assumption defines a weight matrix, w, with N ∗ M terms
which encodes the possible solution space.
To further reduce the dimensionality of the search space,
for each zone, Zi , we check to see whether it contributes less
than 15% of the full energy to each eye position x j , that is
max(Ei (xj )) < 15%. If the contribution is small then we set
wi j = 0 in w.
We now substitute our restricted definition of Z from Equation 2 into the general minimization defined in Equation 1, and minimize over the elements of matrix w which
were not set to 0.
M

argmin
w

∑ [E(Z, xm ) − D(xm )]2

(3)

m=1

We use a very simple gradient descent solver to find the
solution. To increase efficiency we subsample all images to
80x40, and in practice this minimization converges fast enough for realtime operation with two viewers. Since this is
a research prototype we did not attempt to optimize the code
and thus three or more users causes the display to have a
slight lag when head positions change.
An important insight is that our display algorithm is rearranging the limited hardware resource rather than directly
improving the hardware quality of the display. Any optical
imperfections which lead to crosstalk remain, but they are
guided by our display algorithm so that visual image quality at the eye positions are optimized. Figure 5 compares the
error distribution in the traditional one-to-one mapping to
that using our dynamic mapping display algorithm. Notice
that the traditional mapping has roughly equally distributed error in all viewing locations. Our method redistributes
the error so that image quality at eye positions is improved.
This comes at the cost of increasing error in regions without
viewers.

Figure 5: The error distribution of static one-to-one mapping
is approximately equal in all possible viewer locations. In
contrast, dynamic mapping reduces error at eye positions,
redistributing it to locations without a viewer. RMSE of pixel
intensities between target and observed images is used. In
this visualization dark blue is low error and dark red is high
error. Notice that dynamic mapping has substantially lower
error at eye positions.

Figure 6: Visual results using static and dynamic mapping
are shown. In the numeric test pattern note that static one-toone mapping has noticeable crosstalk, with multiple numbered views visible. The overall gain of the white background also appears different because of this crosstalk. The
elephant example also shows crosstalk in this close up view.

5. Results
5.1. Crosstalk Reduction
One of the primary issues affecting adoption of autostereoscopic displays is crosstalk. We evaluated our method both
visually and quantitatively.
Visual comparisons were made using both imagery intended for multiview devices like ours as well as with test
patterns which place a unique numeric image in the corresponding zone. Figure 6 uses photographs to compare the
device using static one-to-one mapping with the device using dynamic mapping. Notice that one-to-one mapping produces an image with noticeable crosstalk, while dynamic
mapping provides a clean image with little ghosting from
other views. Figure 1(b) provides an additional test pattern,
and Figure 1(c) an additional test scene.

As the number of viewers increases, dynamic mapping
will find it harder to place desired images into zones in a
way that preserves quality everywhere. Given enough viewers the mapping will revert to one-to-one mapping since this
is a good solution for optimizing many eye locations.
In order to analyze the performance of our method as the
number of viewers increases, we randomly sampled possible head locations for a set of M viewers, and computed the
average RMSE error across the eyes in each configuration.
We repeated the experiment 100 times for each M, and plot
the median error in Figure 7. The shaded bands show the
range between the 25th and 75th percentile configurations.
Notice that for a small number of viewers dynamic mapping
clearly outperforms one-to-one mapping. As the number of
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viewers grows, the performance reverts back to the quality
of existing displays. However, the median performance for
randomly positioned viewers stays below what is achievable
with static mapping even when the number of eyes exceeds
the number of display zones. This is because many possible
head configurations do not interfere and dynamic mapping
is able to find a good solution.

Figure 7: Comparison of median error for random head positions between static one-to-one mapping and dynamic mapping as the number of viewers increases. Dynamic mapping
has much lower error for a small number of viewers and reverts back to one-to-one mapping as the number of viewers
grows.
Dynamic mapping has also been evaluated against static one-to-one mapping when deviating from the ideal distance, shown in Figure 8. Crosstalk is measured as the ratio
of observed intensity from unintended zones to the intensity
from the intended zone. Note that the original display has
a high crosstalk level of 80% even at the ideal viewing distance, where each neighboring zone is 40% as bright as the
intended zone. This rises to a crosstalk of 180% as the viewer moves away from this ideal distance. In this evaluation
using a single viewer dynamic mapping has a much lower
crosstalk of below 10% at the ideal distance, increasing to
60% as the viewer moves. As the number of viewers increases, dynamic mapping will degrade, eventually returning to a
solution equivalent to static mapping.
Since the original static display method degrades rapidly
away from its ideal viewing distance, all direct comparisons
in this paper were performed at the ideal distance to provide
a fair comparison.
To provide more insight into how views are mapped into
zones, Figure 9(a) shows an example with two viewers. In
this case the viewers share an eye position so the solver is
able to find a weight matrix w in which some zones are left

black in order to suppress crosstalk. Close up photographs showing the result are on the right. Note that crosstalk is
eliminated at all eye positions. Figure 9(b) is a more challenging case because eye position B is no longer identical
with eye position C, but it is close enough to conflict. In this
case no crosstalk free solution is available and the display algorithm produces a weight matrix which contains substantial
mixing for the zones which impact B and C. This mixing has
lower RMSE than static one-to-one mapping, but it is still far
from ideal. In the photographs at right we can see that A and
D, which are well separated from other eyes, are substantially improved as expected. Eye position C has somewhat
less crosstalk than the static mapping, while position B has
crosstalk at approximately the same level.
The example of eye positions in Figure 9(b) is a case when
a more sophisticated view selection policy would help. We
use a policy that sets the desired view for all eyes, including
B and C, to the views corresponding to their virtual location, D(xB ) = V5 and D(xC ) = V6 . This leads to crosstalk
since Zone5 and Zone6 are not well separated and need to
produce different views. It is possible to define a view selection policy which would note the conflict and shift the desired virtual view of the second viewer to the left such that
D(xC ) = V5 and D(xD ) = V7 . This would resolve the conflict
and the display algorithm would be able to find a weight matrix that provides crosstalk free views to all eyes, at the cost
of positional correctness for the second viewer. Since there
is a tradeoff among degradations available, the correct view
selection policy is application dependent.

(a) Static Mapping Result

(b) Dynamic Mapping Result

Figure 8: Perceived visual image quality as measured by the
level of crosstalk at each position in 3D space in front of the
autostereoscopic display. (a) Even at the ideal viewing distance, one-to-one mapping has severe crosstalk in perceived
images. (b) Dynamic mapping has reduced crosstalk everywhere in the space. In this visualization dark blue is low
crosstalk and red is high crosstalk.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Examples of dynamic mapping for two users. Eye locations and the weight matrix w provided by our solver are
shown on the left, with comparison photographs of the screen on the right. (a) In this example the viewers have overlapping
but compatible eye locations, so the solver finds a solution with no crosstalk. In the close up cropped images at right notice
that all three eye positions are improved. (b) In this example one of the viewers has moved to the left such that B and C are
now in conflicting positions. The solver provides a nearly crosstalk free solution for positions A and D, but no crosstalk free
solution is possible for B and C. The images at right reveal that while A, C, D are all improved, position B has crosstalk roughly
comparable to static mapping.
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5.2. Legacy 2-view content
Most existing content for 3D stereo viewing was captured
and stored with only 2-views. Autostereoscopic displays require multiview input. Existing displays often resort to using
a fixed pattern for mapping views to zones. This strategy produces some viewing locations which create a correct stereo
percept and some locations with stereo inversion.
Another approach is to employ view synthesis methods to produce enough new viewpoints to drive the display [SMD∗ 08, FWL∗ 11, DSAF∗ 13]. These methods are
compatible with our work since they produce a set of input views. In addition, with dynamic mapping the number
of synthesized views need not match the number of device
zones, and if eye tracking is available, computation can be
reduced by synthesizing only the required viewpoints.
Dynamic mapping also allows 2 channel input to be used
directly, without synthesizing additional views, and we concentrate on this case in our discussion below. The desired
view at the left eye, wherever it happens to be, is set to the
left view provided by the content, D(xL ) = VL . This is repeated for the right eye. This allows legacy stereo content
to be played on autostereoscopic displays without additional processing steps, which may distort the artistic creator’s
intention.
The advantage of dynamic mapping in a simple single user case is shown in Figure 10. The best static mapping for 2-view content on our particular display is Z =
[VLVLVRVRVLVLVRVR ], and thus is used in this example. The
observed views for a user in different positions in front of
the display are shown allowing the methods to be compared.
Notice that with a static mapping the user sometimes sees a
correct crosstalk free display, sometimes sees crosstalk, and
sometimes sees stereo inversion with the left and right images swapped. This requires users to find the correct location
for viewing and then keeping their head still to avoid ruining the effect. In contrast, dynamic mapping allows the user
to position themselves in any location and move as needed,
since the correct crosstalk free left and right images are always available.
As the number of viewers increases there will eventually be conflicts in which some zones are expected to display
both VL and VR . These conflicts are unrelated to the displays
transfer function, and will not be resolved adequately by the
display algorithm’s minimization. Consider a perfect multiview display device with no crosstalk. When a single position xj is occupied by the left eye of one viewer and the right
eye of another we have D(xj ) = VL and D(xj ) = VR , thus the
least RMSE is achieved by providing a combination of the
two images even though this is not visually pleasing. The
failure here is in the view selection policy, not the display algorithm. A single position should not be expected to display
both left and right images.
When conflict is unavoidable the correct view selection

policy will depend on the preference of the display designer,
and multiple policy options are available. We prefer a policy
that favors 2D viewing to stereo inversion, since we feel that
2D is less objectionable. Figure 11 shows an example with
two viewers. There is no mapping of views to zones which
will provide 3D to both viewers. However Zone3 and Zone5
can be set to allow viewer1 to see 3D, while Zone7 is set to
provide a 2D display to viewer2, rather than stereo inversion.
One possible view selection policy for 2-view content that
supports our preference is provided here. Given an arbitrary
configuration of multiple viewers we enumerate all possible
assignments of VL and VR to Z1 · · · ZN . We disallow configurations which result in stereo inversion to any viewer. Among the remaining possible assignments, we select the one
that results in the maximum number of viewers obtaining a
3D view. The remaining viewers will see 2D. Note that it is
always possible to completely avoid stereo inversion by setting all zones to VL , at the cost of lost 3D for all viewers.
However in most cases a better option is available.
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Figure 11: When dynamically mapping legacy 2-view content, the view selection policy must determine how to handle
conflicts. In this case no solution exists to provide 3D stereo
views to both viewers. We implement a policy that provides
viewer#2 with a 2D view, instead of the more objectionable
alternative, stereo inversion.
We analyze this policy in Figure 12. To make clear that
the issues involved are unrelated to crosstalk, this analysis
is provided for an ideal multiview display. We generate 100
random viewer configurations for different numbers of viewers and select the best zone assignment in each case. The
plot reports the percentage of total viewers who see 3D. A
static mapping policy results in 50% of viewers seeing 3D
and 50% seeing stereo inversion. In comparison, our policy
results in a larger percentage of viewers seeing 3D. In addition, the degraded viewers see 2D instead of uncomfortable
stereo inversion.
6. Limitations
The dynamic mapping method depends on the robustness of
the eye tracker. Fortunately, eye tracking for multiple viewers has matured to be fairly robust, but we still see failures
occasionally. We could add detection of such failures and
apply conservative mappings such as the conventional static

Dynamic Mapping

Static Mapping
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viewer at position 1

viewer at position 2

viewer at position 3

viewer at position 4

Figure 10: A static LLRRLLRR mapping of legacy 2-view content onto our 8-view display results in stereo inversion for some
eye positions, with left and right images swapped. Dynamic mapping provides the correct view to each eye regardless of viewer
position.
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Figure 12: Analysis of percentage of 3D viewing with legacy
2-view content, an ideal crosstalk free display, and multiple
viewers. Static mapping results in 50% of positions which
provide 3D viewing, and 50% which provide stereo inversion. For up to eight viewers, dynamic mapping results in a
greater percentage of viewers in random configurations seeing 3D. In addition dynamic mapping avoids stereo inversion for those with degraded views, providing 2D viewing
instead.

assignment. Importantly, our method is robust to minor jitter
in tracked position since the primary aim is to select zones
at a relatively coarse scale.
We have implemented our method in real time for only two viewers, and provided offline analysis for more viewers.
Since our code is not fully optimized, but performance is adequate, we do not believe that computation is a fundamental
limitation.

Although we believe our method is suitable for a range of
hardware devices, the display must have sufficient zones to
allow meaningful dynamic mapping. A 2-view autostereoscopic display would certainly be insufficient. Fortunately
the trend among designers of devices appears to be towards
greater numbers of viewing zones.
Our implementation uses a simple solver for the display
algorithm and investigates view selection policies only for
legacy 2-view content. Future work could include more sophisticated algorithms for both. For example, the display algorithm could use a spatially varying minimization, rather
than the uniform weights now applied to entire zones. In addition, when multiview content is available, we currently set
the desired view for each eye to the one which corresponds
to its virtual location. However this insures crosstalk when
eyes from two viewers are in immediately adjacent zones. A
view selection policy could adjust the desired view for eyes
in neighboring zones to avoid this crosstalk in many cases.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a simple software-based method to
improve the imaging quality of multiview autostereoscopic
displays. We have evaluated the method both visually and
quantitatively, and found it effective at reducing crosstalk.
Since the method dynamically maps views with respect to
device specific hardware zones, it can also be used to address other common difficulties such as displaying legacy
2-view content on multiview displays and eliminating stereo
inversion.
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Correction Page
	
  An error was pointed out in our description of [NF09]
and [YSF10]. The paragraph implies that The Random
Hole Display used a dynamic barrier, but it in fact used
a static barrier and then optimized the display for
tracked viewer position. That work is similar to this
TR in spirit, since it also optimizes an autostereoscopic
display's contents based on the active viewpoints. The
reader of this work is encouraged to read that work as
well. The paragraph from the related work section is
included below:

" Parallax barrier technology normally uses a static printed
barrier, but it is possible to replace this with a dynamic
barrier updated in response to user eye position. Both single
user [PPK00] and two user [PKG∗07] systems have been
demonstrated. Randomized barrier arrays were used in the
Random Hole Display [NF09], and methods that optimizes
image quality for multiple viewers were developed for this
display [YSF10]. These techniques are specific to this technology since they focus on updating the barrier pattern. "

